For many decades citation counting has been used as the way to quantify the nebulous notion of research "quality". Indeed, in conversation the terms "research quality", "impact" or "excellence in research" are simply a reference to a scientific document's citation count. Moreover, the commonly used journal "impact" factors are simply manipulated forms of citation counting. In recent times, the word "impact" has morphed into the new 'mot du jour'. This paper investigates and discusses the association between co-authorship networks and citations of institutions within an arbitrary, but defined, subject area. The data examined is readily available and the analytical techniques employed are deliberately simple. The simplicity of this analysis is driven by the desire to show that citation counts are not explicitly related to the quality of research but that citations are a result of multifaceted author networks that are inherent in scientific endeavor.
INTRODUCTION
In academia there appears to be a worldwide and ubiquitous obsession with citation counting. This is partly evident by the plethora of citation-based metrics in existence such as h-index and variants thereof [1] [2] [3] . Almost every metric claims improvements or better efficacy for establishing ranking hierarchies amongst researchers. For just one example of many, the reader is directed to Jin, B., et al., (2007) [3] .
In the 21 st century researchers are more often than not judged on their associated citation-based metrics which have become synonymous with terms such as "research quality", "research impact" and "research excellence". But, is citation counting really an indication of an individual researcher's worth or the "quality" of their work? Or indeed, is the citation average of an institution really the sum part of that institution's worth and quality? The reader is likely aware of the multitude of international university ranking systems that use citation counting to inform their published rankings. Moreover, there are government-led research assessment schemes such as one in Australia called the 'Excellence in Research for Australia' (ERA) exercise which Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. MISNC '17, July [17] [18] [19] 2017 
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History
The situation of using citations as a proxy for quality can perhaps trace its origins to a 1955 paper by Garfield [4] that described compiling citation lists in order to improve the efficiency of finding relevant research. In that paper Garfield writes that "in the case of a highly significant article, the citation index has a quantitative value, for it may help the historian to measure the influence of the article -that is its impact factor."
Citation counting as a way to assess researchers has long been controversial to the extent that Garfield [5] rejects critics of citation analysis to rate scientific performance. But Garfield is correct in his observation that as the "scientific enterprise becomes larger and more complex, and its role in society more critical, it will become more difficult, expensive and necessary to evaluate and identify the largest contributors." Garfield suggests that citation analysis' virtue lies in its "relatively low cost" [5] . It would appear from a 1975 paper by Wade [6] that acceptance of citation analysis would only be a matter of time due to the growing consensus to its use as a performance measure.
More Recent Work
As readers would appreciate, the scientific endeavor means that old ideas are tested and potentially lead to progress and the evolution of ideas. This is where co-authorship analysis is introduced. Co-authorship analysis is not new and has been used to examine scientific collaborations for over a decade or more [7] . In more recent times collaborations have been investigated in conjunction with citation data [8] [9] [10] . Abbasi [8] , Bicaro [9] and Gazni [10] discuss positive correlations between scientific (coauthorship) network structure, position of authors, collaboration extent and citation performance. The paper by Gazni [10] draws upon several other research findings, for example, that papers with more affiliated institutions receive more citations and that inter-institutional collaboration results in the highest-impact papers when high-impact institutions are involved. All the while implying throughout the text that citation counts ≈ impact.
Approach for this Study
Given the evolution and current understanding of social network analysis and its derivatives, it is time that the question needs to be asked whether citation analysis as a proxy for research quality is a valid premise. Is it time to evolve this thinking given that research has shown positive correlations between network structure, collaborative extent and citation count. Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that the co-authorship networks in question are predominantly formed before citations are given for any scholarly output. Surely then, the networks drive the citations and not some vague notions of perceived "quality" and/or "excellence". As Garfield [5] acknowledged many years ago, scientific enterprise has become larger and much more complex with international collaborations increasing year on year. If the complexity of research has changed and collaboration habits of researchers has changed then there is merit in re-thinking drivers of citations. This paper contributes to the body of knowledge on co-authorship network analysis by considering the correlation between citation counts and simple co-authorship network data. The paper refers to previous co-authorship studies that have shown relationships between networks and performance and proposes that networks dictate citations. Therefore it could be that citation counting has reached its use-by date.
In addition, all this talk of citations and quality says nothing of the 'Matthew Effect' in Science [11] [12] [13] [14] where a "few countries with high expectations receive more citations than expected while many countries with low expectations receive fewer citations than expected." [12] . The 'Matthew Effect' can be equally applied to institutions and individuals.
METHOD
This paper explores simple network characteristics of a defined subject area taken from the widely used citation database Scopus. The subject area of interest, 'dentistry', was chosen because it is relatively narrow in scope. Moreover, 'dentistry' is a subject area defined in the QS university ranking system which also derives citation data from Scopus. This overlap is an important consideration in the approach taken for this paper since the chosen publication time period, 2011 to 2015, coincides with the time period for the 2016 QS ranking results.
The steps taken for data gathering, cleaning and analysis is outlined in . Data was extracted from Scopus using the SciVal interface. Average citation and average relative citation based on year of publication (RCIyear) was calculated for each institution in the dataset.
Figure 1: Method steps
The top 50 ranked institutions for dentistry in the 2016 QS system were chosen to have their dataset citation-based metrics compared against the ratio of edges to degree in their respective 'ego' networks. Pearson and Spearman correlations were 
Limitations
One of the limitations often mentioned in co-authorship analysis is the identification of duplicate and/or erroneous affiliation data [15] . In Scopus, institutions are often associated with multiple affiliation IDs and this can make precise network node creation problematic. This issue, in turn, makes comparisons of data from different origins somewhat challenging. For instance, there is no real way of knowing how Scopus cleans and/or consolidates multiple IDs in their data. Moreover, it is unknown how this data is aggregated and presented to ranking systems such as QS. This is a major hindrance. An example of an ambiguous affiliation is "School of Dentistry" which will, and does, have many Scopus affiliation IDs. When this occurs, consolidating and de-duplicating can result in great doubt in the mind of the analyst. De-duplication in the modified dataset was carried out manually when it was obvious that duplicate IDs were associated with the same institution. If there was any doubt, the affiliation IDs were not altered.
In keeping with the desire for a simple and uncomplicated approach to the network data analysis, open-source network software Gephi was used to analyze network data. For this analysis, edges were weighted based on the number of institution affiliations associated with each document such that:
where 'n' is the number of affiliations.
Data for the top 50 ranked institutions from the 2016 QS ranking in 'dentistry' was incorporated into the modified dataset. The QS "ranking indicators" (i.e. overall score, academic reputation, employer reputation and citations per paper) were compared against the resultant Gephi network attributes (centralities, between-ness etc…) for the 2016 QS top 50. For each of top 50 QS institutions their 'ego' networks were analyzed. The ratio of total edge count in the 'ego' network against the total direct connections (degree) was calculated.
RESULTS
There were 37,794 publications listed in SciVal within the subject area of 'dentistry' published during 2011 to 2015. Since we are interested in co-authorships between institutions, sole author publications and publications with only one associated institution were ignored and resulted in a modified dataset of 19,179 multi-institutional publications. These 19,179 publications gave rise to approximately 8,500 unique nodes (institutions), notwithstanding inaccuracies in de-duplication. Approximately 6,112 institutions (72% of the nodes) were associated with just 1 or 2 publications in the modified dataset. The publication count 95 th percentile was 24.
The de-duplicated nodes were connected via 50,828 edges. Dataset summary statistics for the QS top 50 is given in . For the sake of brevity, only the top 10 of top 50 ranked institutions from 2016 QS subject area 'dentistry' is given in . A summary of selected dentistry statistics for QS top 10 is given in .
As mentioned in the methods section the 'ego' network was analyzed for each of the QS top 50 institutions. The number of nodes and edges in each ego network were noted and the resultant metrics are given in table4 (only for the QS top 10). There was a weak but positive correlation (Pearson's 'r' 0.3375, P-value 0.016534, where N=50) between the dataset institutional citation average and the ratio of 'ego' networks Edges/Node. This result is significant at p<0.05. Moreover, the Spearman's correlation was calculated and the value of R = 0.338583 and the two-tailed value of P = 0.01617 was obtained. This result between the two variables would be considered statistically significant. The same two correlations were performed between institutions' dataset RCIyear and the 'ego' networks links/node ratio. Pearson's 'r' = 0.3692, P-value 0.0083 which is significant at p<0.05. Spearman R = 0.3863 and the two-tailed value of P is 0.00559. This association between the two variables would again be considered statistically significant.
DISCUSSION
Other studies have also shown relationships between network characteristics and citation data [8, [16] [17] [18] . A 2015 study by Billah and Gauch [19] reported the prediction of success for young researchers using social network analysis. Their definition of "success" seemed to be related to h-index which they acknowledged to be low in early career researchers. What is interesting in Billah and Gauch's study is that they claim triumph in predicting a researcher's success using an analysis of their professional network yet they seem to miss a very important point raised by their results. If a researcher's professional network is important for predicting their future "research impact", and if the dynamics of their neighborhood has strong positive impact on an author's prospect in the future then perhaps it is not the "quality" of one's research that drives citations but the connections you have? Indeed, this seemed to be the premise of Billah and Gauch's research when stating their hypothesis that "young researchers with strong social connections to established researchers are more likely to have successful research careers". If the measure of success is h-index, again, the question is what drives what?
Furthermore, Garzni's 2016 paper [10] looks comprehensively at "high-impact institutions" vs. "moderately high-impact institutions" and reports (amongst other findings) that the rate of increase in collaboration for the highest-impact institutions is higher than for the "less high" high-impact institutions. That is, that the highest-impact institutions are collaborating more widely. Garzni also reports that the "less high" high-impact institutions cite the high-impact institutions more than they collaborate with them.
Many of the collaborationcitation dedicated studies referenced in this paper indicate only incidentally that the better your collaboration network the better your citation count. However, there are yet to be any decisive statements declaring that citation counting does not indicate research quality. Indeed, in times gone by proponents and distractors alike tend to conclude that citations are the best proxy for quality that science currently has. But this study is proposing the question: what comes first the co-authorship network or the citations?
As a final example is this discussion, let us visualize a subset of the network data from this study. The University of Hong Kong (UHK) was ranked #1 in the 2016 QS dentistry ranking whereas the University of Bristol (Bristol) was ranked #50. A visualization of their combined 'ego' co-authorship networks is given in Figure  2 ; the UHK node and connections are colored pink and Bristol's node and connections are blue (node size is proportional to degree centrality). This image clearly shows that UHK has a larger and more comprehensive co-authorship network compared to Bristol -15.22 edges per node and 8.84 edges per node respectively. In addition, if we normalize the QS data for the top 50 institutions there is a moderate positive correlation (Pearson's 'r' 0.623, Pvalue <0.00001, where N=50) between the normalized QS "Hindex Citations" and the number of connections in a node's ego network.
Given the network vs. citation correlations described in this paper and other reported studies, one may suggest that UHK's ranking success is more a consequence of its comprehensive network rather than a direct consequence of "quality" and/or "research excellence".
Therefore it could be argued that citation counts are just as likely, or more likely to be a result of temporal co-authorship network dynamics and the (hard-to-quantify) 'Matthew Effect' associated with a particular institution and/ or country. Perhaps this is one explanation why, when it comes to university ranking systems, the mix of "top ranked" universities remains effectively stagnant year on year. being driven by the right connections. Thus, citation counts are likely have little to do with innate "quality" or "excellence" and more to do with having the right connections.
With the on-going development and refinement of social network analysis and the evolution of thought that networks provide powerful insights into human behavior, perhaps it is time for the academic community (and its administrators) to acknowledge the importance of the saying 'it's not what you know but who you know'. Perhaps, too, it is time to begin the process of severing the umbilical cord that seems to exist between notions of "quality" and citation counting.
